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The articles, photographs and views expressed and printed in the
‘NORFOLK NA7TER’ are for the sole use of NA7C members and
their readership and must not be printed or reproduced in any other
way without the express written permission of the NA7C appointed
representatives.
The views expressed in the articles appearing in the
'NORFOLK NA7TER' are those of the contributors and not
necessarily those of the club, committee or editor.
It maybe necessary to condense or alter some of the articles submitted
for publication to suit the space available: the
editor apologises in advance if this is unavoidable.
The NA7C is a member of the Austin Seven Clubs
Association, the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs and the
Association of Norfolk Car Clubs.

Sir Herbert Austin in XL-1, the first
prototype “Seven”, May 1922
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News
Editorial
Firstly may we wish you everything
you wish yourselves for 2012, the 90th
Anniversary Year of the Austin Seven.
A happy and a prosperous New Year to
you all.

On the subject of Anniversary Year,
the list of special events continues to
grow. In addition to our normal calendar of events, a separate one for national events is on page 32.

2011 was a disappointing year as regards attendance at events. In many
cases this was due to dates being
changed and clashing with members’
arrangements – as Ruby reports on
page 9. Obviously these changes are
beyond our control, but when it comes
to club events, if your Committee are
not organising the sort of things you
want to attend, please let them know.

FBHVC News on page 25 contains a
detailed report on the Department for
Transport’s proposals for the exception
of early vehicles from MOT testing.
The options for discussion go much
further than previously rumoured.
Apart from “no change”, they are: pre1920; pre-1945; and pre-1960. We
await developments – but we’re not
holding our breath!

While we are talking about MOTs, our
list of “sympathetic” testing stations
continues to grow, as members submit
their own favourites. The list is on
page 13. Please keep them coming.

The user name and password to access
the on-line NA7te are on Page 1 of the
printed version, posted to members.
Please do not communicate them to
non-members.

Rick

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in April 2012.
Please let me have any contributions before 31 March.
Contact details are on the inside front cover
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Christmas Dinner
A convivial evening was enjoyed by 60 members
and guests at our annual Christmas Dinner, held,
as usual, at the Village Inn.
Our President, Ken Wallis (right), was
guest of honour, together with his
daughter, Vicky. Ken, now approaching
his 96th birthday, is still enthusiastic
about “Sevens” and entertained us with a
couple of humorous anecdotes about his
early motoring adventures.
The raffle was particularly successful,
both in the prizes donated and in the
tickets purchased. The lucky winners of
the “singing fish” were John and Ann
Prockter. Together with the “Pick a Car”
card, £158 was raised for club funds. Thank
you to all who participated.
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New Members
Please join us in welcoming Ivan and
Lyn Smith to the club. They live in

Guyhirn, near Wisbech and own a
1933 RP saloon

Membership Renewal
Membership renewal is due on 1 April
2012 and forms will be sent out during
February. Despite the rising cost of
everything, your committee has been

able to avoid any increase in subscription, so the renewal fee for 2012-13
will be £12, plus £8 for those members
who receive the “Grey Mag”.

Notice of Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on 20 March
2012 at the Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham, commencing at eight o’clock. All
members are encouraged to attend.

nominations for the posts are invited.
Please submit nominations and any
proposals for discussion to the Secretary (see inside front cover for details)
prior to the meeting.

All club officers and committee members will be subject to re-election and

DVLA Authentication
The NA7C is now authorised by the
DVLA to countersign V765 applications to recover original registration
numbers and to verify dates of manufacture for age-related numbers.

Rick Fryer has been nominated as the
official inspector – see inside front
cover for contact details. The club has
set a fee of £20 per inspection (which
goes to club funds) plus 20p per mile
travel expenses.

New Website
The following website has been brought to our attention
www.ClassicCARama.com lists FREE
for sale and also wanted ads with photos for any surplus classic car parts or
automobilia or memorabilia, accessories, books, posters, etc you may have
for sale or are searching for.
January 2012

www.ClassicCARama.com is the UK's
only dedicated Classic and Vintage
Car parts and accessories website.
600 classic car specialist companies
also advertise their restoration and replacement parts supplies.
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News
Miss Daisy's Diaries
Fellow editor Pamela Hunt has a new book out
“Miss Daisy's Diaries” have appeared in “Y Sath”, the magazine of the South Wales
Austin Seven Club, for some time. Now Pamela has produced a compilation and the
book will be on sale in the New Year. In the meantime she has uploaded it as a Kindle
on the Amazon website. Pamela writes:
In “Miss Daisy's Diaries”, Miss Daisy
relates her seven year struggle living
with me, who she chooses to call 'Her
Ladyship'. Interwoven into this narrative she recalls her earlier life from the
moment she saw the light of day in
Longbridge in March 1934 and that
story gradually unfolds through the
seven chapters.
More about Miss Daisy, her diaries
with links to her Facebook page, Twitter and Blog as well as a little film on
You Tube can be found at www.missdaisydiaries.co.uk. Even if people
don't want to buy the book, they can
still have fun with the website.

Austin Seven Clubs Association (A7CA) News
John Wyett Reports
Our Autumn Meeting at Gaydon on
Sunday 16 October 2011 turned out to
be one of considerable interest!
Chairman Bernard Cowley opened
the Meeting voicing the view that in his
opinion the Association was in really
good shape and working well.
4

Secretary Ian also confirmed that the
Association was in good order with a
very full and stable membership of 65
Clubs and Registers supported by a
Committee of 17 each with a specific
role. He also reported that attendance
at the quarterly Association Meetings
had remained very consistent of the
Norfolk NA7ter

News
past three years with an average of 23
attending.
John Wyett Hon. Treasurer reported
the very sound financial footing that
the Association currently enjoyed with
routinely a small excess of income
over expenditure each year.
Notwithstanding this relatively positive picture of the Association, Dave
Orange Essex A7C expressed the
view that, although much of what the
Association did in terms of services
and information was well known and
appreciated by Clubs, it was not clear
to many Clubs what was the value of
spending the time and expense of attending the quarterly Meetings.
Ian concurred that he was aware of this
and indeed there was often a real lack
of understanding of what the Association offers overall – he agreed to do a
bit for the ‘Grey Book’ summarising
what we do and the benefits of Membership but also asked all Clubs who
come to let him know why they do
come and those that don’t why not.
In terms of ‘Information’ provided by
the Association, all is working smoothly in the various areas of the Magazine,
Website and Advertising. Regarding
the Mag, Les Gammon reminded
Clubs that its Howard Annett, not he,
who handles any requests for ‘Back
Numbers’ any time after the Friday before each Meeting. Hazel Gore asked
January 2012

if we should update the Advertising
Rates to which the Meeting requests a
slight revision (in the Minutes). And
for ‘Support’, the Breakdown Register
is distributed, the 2012 Chassis Register is in preparation, as is the new Red
Cross Guide.
Phil Baildon provided his usual fascinating update on our Association Archives and invited all to the next
Archive Open Day 3 – 4 December
2011.
Celebration Events for 90th Birthday of the A7 – 2012 – For our Association Celebration at Warwick School
20 – 22 July 2012:, it was reported that
most aspects are now in place and the
Entry Form and much other detail are
provided both in the Minutes and the
2011D Magazine.
Howard Annett and Chris Chubb –
Boat-tail Reg kindly brought along a
load of examples of Rally Car Plates,
Plaques and Goody Bag ideas – and a
nice hessian bag supplied by Andrew
Jarmin CA7C was displayed.
Under AOB tabled by the ScA7C, the
Meeting recalled the heroic efforts of
Peter Butler and his Team in so successfully entering his wonderful ‘Austin 7 Speedy’ at Le Mans in 2010 and
his generosity at showing it at our
Lubenham and AGM, where our President Bob Wyatt presented him with

5

News
the richly-deserved
Award.

Ray

Morley

Peter explained he wished to enter the
car at Le Mans in 2012 and requested
support from the Association in the
form the Entry Fee. Meeting Agreed
the proposal unanimously and wished
Peter and his Team every success at Le
Mans. Bernard, underlined that this
sponsorship represented a unique occasion for the Austin 7 Movement and
therefore should not be seen as establishing a precedent for the Association
and the occasion should be used to promote the Association in every way possible, including prominent display of
the A7CA logo.Peter thanked the Association for its generous support and
its great generosity and agreed to write
an Article for the Association Magazine on the Project.
At the end of the Meeting, Bernard
announced that he’d served as Chairman since 2007 – intending to serve
just 3 years – and now in his 5th year he
felt it appropriate to step down at the
next AGM. With absolutely no collusion, Ian recalled that, on a very wet
day at the start of the DA7C January
2009 Run, our very cunning Chairman
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came alongside and asked if he’d be
happy to ‘take a few notes’ at the forthcoming Association Meeting. Having
mumbled a sort of ‘yes, ok’, events
rolled on and, at the 2009 AGM, the
Association gave me the honour of
electing me as their Hon. Secretary. A
somewhat difficult start as unfortunately no Association records were
available and everything had to be built
up from scratch. With enormous help
from the Committee and Members, it
has been possible to establish a functioning ‘Secretariat’ with effective reporting and good inter-connection
between the Association and Members. After a lot of thought, Ian announced that he’d reluctantly decided
mainly for domestic reasons – the unexpected time-consuming arrival at
home of daughter plus wonderful
granddaughter Abi – that, after three
very full years of service, his own contribution to the Association has run its
course and so would not be offering
himself for re-election at the AGM.
Both Bernard and Ian said how much
they’d enjoyed working with the Association, renewing many old friendships
and making new ones.

Norfolk NA7ter

Our Cars
Man and Van
Barney Barnard reminisces
Seeing the photo of the Austin 7 van in
the Natter last year (July 2011) reminded me of my first job, working for a
small electronics firm at Witham in Essex. In the mid-1950s the firm was developing the first FM radios and was
also building specialised reel-to-reel
tape recorders for use in schools and
universities. These machines had a
separate continuous tape loop mainly
for language students to be able to listen to the previously played section of
the main tape. I guess that a similar
thing today would be a gadget that
would fit in one’s pocket, but this was
huge, housed in a wooden cabinet three
feet square and must have weighed a
hundredweight!
One of these machines was sold to a
school/university in Chesterfield and it

was decided to take it up there in the
works van – an Austin 7! The boss
drove the van and took another lad and
me with him for company. I’m surprised the van moved at all. We delivered the machine and set off for home
the same day. It was obviously a very
tiring journey and I slept for a couple
of hours on the floor in the back. As we
approached Essex the boss kept falling
asleep so I was doing some of the steering as well as prodding him awake
when we came to corners.
That was the final journey for the old
van and it was sold soon after. The firm
bought a shiny new Ford, but I will
never forget the sound, fumes and
smell of that old Austin 7 van… It was
HORRIBLE!!!

Austin produced
a brochure to
enable traders to
design their own
liveries...
was Barney’s van
a travelling
advertisement?

January 2012
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Florence and Bryony Brierley
help James and Tracey bring
home the Christmas tree
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Help Needed with a Ruby Roof
Member Geof Halstead, who lives in
Diss, is busily restoring his Ruby. Unfortunately, the sliding roof came as a
box of bits, with no clues as to how to
put it together!

If anyone is able to offer Geof advice
or help, please contact him on 01379
651652 or myhobbies@me.com

Ruby’s Year
The Editor’s Suffolk Correspondent looks back at 2011
Hello to all my friends. I am sorry that
I have not been in touch lately – I must
try harder.
I thought I would just give you a rundown of my year. Dear, oh dear, oh
dear, what a year I have had: sickness,
changed dates, holidays – I missed a lot
of the meetings.
The first Sunday in April was the Bentley Boy’s Day at Ufford White Lion. I
was all set to go, then Rosie went instead. It was a darned cold day so I was
OK with that, but I did miss the hot
cross buns, coffee, B–B–Q and jazz
band.
The Daffodil Day was a change of
date, so I was left out of that.
17 April was Drive It Day. It was too
far for me to go to the Water Gardens,
so Rosie and I went to the Transport
Museum at Carlton Colvile with the
Lowestoft Club. My friend Mick drove
me again – he still has two left feet!

January 2012

Cyril’s run from Halesworth to Snape
Maltings was on 27 April – another
changed date, so I could not go. I went
down into the town to see all my mates
and wave them off, then back home as
Hermen the German was taking the
family out to lunch. But, a last minute
change – I was to go instead to keep me
happy. Well I was not, so I started to
make a ticking noise and as it got louder I thought “I will show him” and
blew my head gasket half-way there!
He was not happy, so I had to go back
home slowly. With all the noise and
fumes they felt quite sick when they
got back, ha ha, but I was just dumped
in the yard and left.
Hermen went after all, while I was just
sitting there cooling off, Billy and
Charlie came and sat by me for a while.
Charlie looked at me and said to Billy,
“She look a bit sick boy, dew yew think
they git much trouble with them owd
motors?” Billy says, “When yew git
tew thet age, anything with wheels or
boobs is going tew give yew trouble.”
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An old friend at Henham...

Henham Wings and Wheels on 8 May
was a pretty good day. I saw a lot of old
friends and family, the sun shone all
day and everybody was happy.
We missed Euston Rural Past Times.
My man had been to Cromer, eaten a
duff crab and did not eat much else for
for weeks. Looking on the bright side,
he was not so heavy to drive around,
but I did miss not going to this delightful venue.
It was cold wet and miserable on 16
July for Holkham Country Fair. He
10

would not go, still off his food I think.
We’ve never missed one before.
War Birds at Topcroft on 17 July was
cold, wet, windy, and miserable – and
so was he! Both the Mustangs did fly,
so he cheered up a bit even if the
weather did not.
The visit to Wing Commander Ken
Wallis on 24 July was another cock-up.
My man was on holiday this time, so I
was left at home again. I do not want to
miss it next year.

Norfolk NA7ter
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Forces Day at Flixton Museum was on
14 August. What a grand day we had
again this year. We all met up again
and some new members came along
too: one was a Nippy and the other was
a great big Bentley with an exhaust
like a drain pipe – he could eat me for
breakfast. These two new friends also
brought their little dog called Chipolata – the ladies loved him and we would
like to see them all again.
27 August was the Lowestoft car club
gala day run, which finished on
Lowestoft sea front. Rosie did this so I
could rest up for the next day, but she
was tired when she got home.

The following day, 28 August, was
Gressenhall Village at War. This a day
I enjoy and most of us now dress up for
the day. My man looks a total village
idiot, but if he is happy, who cares, hey
ho, sigh. This was another very cold
day, but after the fly past we all
warmed up. David Lobb made us all
bacon rolls again – cawd they were
some hoolly good. Thanks David.
The NA7C Rally at Gala Day was on
11 September. Another change of date.
I could not go and this change hit a lot
of people.
Next was Dave’s Alpington Festival. A
few members turned up to a very pleas-

... and new
friends
at Flixton
January 2012
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ant day, but we only went to get the
shortcake that Trisha had made.
On 16 October we went to Mannington
Hall Living History Fayre. This was
my last day out to a show. I motored
out of my nice warm room into the garden, looked around and everything was
white. I thought “What’s this, it’s frost
and ice, I do not do frost, so I put my
parts on again. I made a lot of knocking

and squeaking noises and I made him
stop twice. He just said “Bugger it, I
will stick my foot down until something breaks!” It turned out that my
summer oil was just too cold and thick.
After four miles at forty-five mph. I
was fine. We all had a grand day out,
the sun shone all day and I had a good
run home although it was a long trip. I
shall do it again next year if the weather is fine.

Me and The Village Idiot

12
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I was tucked up in my room, given my
usual dose of aunty freeze and covered
with blankets.
There has just been a great big green
tree dumped beside me in my room so
I guess it must be nearing Christmas.
“Bah, Humbug” that’s me. I hope you

all had a good Christmas and will have
a healthy and happy New Year.
Remember an Austin is not just for
Christmas it’s a way of life.
Kind Regards,

Ruby

Autojumble
A new autojumble is being advertised.
It is held on the second Sunday of each
month at Histon Football Club, Cambridge, from 9 am to 1 pm. This is on
the B1049, Junction 32 off the A14.

Admission is free to the public. Traders pay £10 per pitch. Contact telephone number is 07899857703. It
might be advisable to ring before
going.

MoT Testing Stations
The following MoT Testing Stations are sympathetic to old cars. This list is for
information only and the individual garages are not recommended or
endorsed by NA7C

Jacksons

Market Street, Shipdam IP25 7LZ

01362 820700

Nigel Farrow
Cars Ltd

Salhouse Road, Norwich

01603 705050

PC & AT
Hudson

West Dereham (NOT EAST)

01366 500351

Norwich Road
Garage

Strumpshaw, Norwich NR13 4AG

01603 71201

North Tuddenham
Garage
Old A47, Nr Dereham NR20 3DE

01362 637564

January 2012
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Runs & Rallies
D Day 2011
In the depths of winter, Dave and Karen Witton look back on their visit
to France last summer
This article first appeared in the Pre-War Austin Seven Club Magazine and is reprinted with their permission

Our last trip to Normandy was with a
group of Austin Sevens in 2009 to join
in the commemorations of the 65th
anniversary of the D Day Landings in
1944. We have visited Normandy
many times over the years although
neither Karen nor I have any direct
family connection with any WWII veteran. (My father survived the Great
War and won the Military Cross on the
Ypres Salient in 1917 – Karen’s Great
Grandfather perished in 1915 and his
name is inscribed with those who have
no known grave on the memorial in
Tyne Cot in Belgium – such is our age
difference!)
Nevertheless, we both think it is
important and also humbling to visit
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Normandy, meet some of the veterans
and pay homage to those who made the
ultimate sacrifice. The youngest veterans are now in their late eighties or
early nineties and it will not be too long
before those who bear witness to the
events of 1944 will be a lost generation. To travel to Normandy in an Austin Seven seems apposite and is
guaranteed to attract attention by locals
and visitors, particularly veterans,
alike.
The formal commemorations usually
consist of religious services at British
Cemeteries or on the landing beaches
at various times of the day on 6th June
which of course was the day of the
main landings. However, students of
history will also know that a “Coup de
Main” force led by Major John
Howard, landed in gliders just after
midnight on 5th/6th June next to
Pegasus Bridge. This bridge, which
crosses the River Orne, was a major
supply route for the enemy who would
otherwise have to make the long detour
via Caen. Major Howard’s task was to
take the bridge and establish a com-
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mand post and to await relief from the
paras who were to land later that day.
Major Howard died in 1999 but his
daughter, Penny Bates, lives in Farnham and visits every year to perpetuate
his memory and lead a small ceremony
at midnight on 5th June at the very spot
where the gliders containing her father
and his men landed. This spot is literally just yards from the bridge. As a
pilot myself, blessed with modern
technology, to land a heavy glider in
the dark for the first time in an unfamiliar spot with nothing but a stopwatch
and a compass is absolutely incredible.
Little wonder that Churchill described
it as the finest piece of flying in the
Second World War.
This ceremony includes a lone piper
walking across the bridge after midnight as indeed Bill Millins, Lord
Lovat’s piper, did in 1944 after the
bridge was captured despite the risk of
enemy snipers. The sound of the bagpipes approaching in the darkness is a
moving experience as it must be for the
veterans who heard those same pipes in
1944. The original bridge, still bearing
some collateral damage, now rests in
the grounds of the Pegasus Bridge
museum. The Commonwealth War
Cemetery in the nearby village of Ranville contains the graves of those who
died during the initial assault on the
bridge. In the churchyard next door, is
the grave of Lieutenant Brotheridge
who died on the bridge that night in the
January 2012

first minutes of the assault and who is
therefore regarded as the first casualty
of the invasion.
We travel on the Portsmouth-Caen
ferry, a route that Molly, our 1932
tourer, is now familiar with, having
made this trip at least 6 times before
from Farnham. We opt for the direct
route down the A3 and M27 as any
other route is far too fiddly to be bothered with. It was warm and sunny so
with the top down, all that was needed
was ear plugs to keep the noise of the
traffic out!
Although there is always some stop
start and much clutch work during the
marshalling in the port area, boarding
is always a stress free affair. Brittany
Ferries are quite considerate when
shepherding vintage cars on board and
we always feel comfortable about leaving our precious cargo in the bowels of
the ship. Around the D Day period,
there are often many other, mostly military, vintage vehicles making the trip.
Depending on the time of sailing, our
routine is to make a beeline for breakfast (morning sailing) or bar (evening
sailing)! On this occasion it was the latter so no prizes for guessing where we
were headed! What a pleasant change
from travelling by air when one is
treated with disdain by mindless security staff and God forbid if one happens
to have one’s worldy and personal pos-
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Al fresco dining – the only way in France
sessions in the WRONG shaped plastic
bag!
On arrival in Caen we had a full day
which was fine and sunny. This enabled us to make the obligatory visit to
the Hypermarche to purchase some
burgundy, cheese and baguettes for our
picnic. We used the rest of the day to
visit the D Day museum at Bayeux.
With a €6.50 entrance fee, this is a
superb museum and is worth a visit.
Near our hotel in Port en Bessin is a
museum which contains military
debris rescued from the sea bed by the
landing beaches. This is run by a professional diver who was originally
16

commissioned by the French Government to remove obstructions to shipping. Some of the artefacts include
weapons and vehicles that have been
miraculously restored despite having
been underwater for over 60 years. One
particular example comprises some of
the personal effects including photographs, money, and cigarettes of the
driver of one tank which sank to the
bottom in 1944. Their owner survived
the war and was living in Texas and
one can watch a video where the American is formally reunited with his possessions.
The morning of 6th June dawned damp
and drizzly as we visited the cemetery
Norfolk NA7ter
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at Bayeux where a Service of Remembrance was taking place. This, like all
cemeteries maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission,
is immaculately kept and contains the
graves of nearly 4000 British servicemen.
A walk through the lines of graves,
with personal messages inscribed thereon from those they left behind, is a
reminder that many of the men who
died in Normandy were barely out of
their teens. Occasionally, one sees a
single stone on top of one of gravestones. I understand this is apparently a
Jewish custom which signifies that a
member of the family has visited the
grave and has placed the stone on the
headstone as a symbol of their visit.

The weather became wetter by the
minute which was a nuisance as we had
only brought Molly’s rear sidescreens.
Nevertheless, we decided to visit
Pegasus Bridge where a short service
of remembrance takes place at the gliders landing spot. We managed to park
Molly outside the Pegasus Bridge café
which is still run by the daughter of
Gondrée family who owned the café at
the time of the landings. The café contains many items of memorabilia from
the Landings although the museum
across the road is without doubt the
main draw. This museum contains
countless exhibits, of which, perhaps
the most moving are letters sent by
men to their loved ones in England but
who had sadly perished by the time the
letters arrived at their destination.

Bayeux Cemetery
January 2012
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It was time to move on to Arromanches
where the highlight was the Service of
Remembrance on the town square at
6pm. This begins with pipers leading
the veterans from all regiments who
march in to the square. This produces a
groundswell of applause from the
spectators as the men in their eighties
and nineties march with military discipline into the square with their medals
gleaming on their blazers. Those unable to march are pushed in their wheelchairs by their comrades, carers, or
friends.

18

The service, as with the others, consists
of hymns and prayers and concludes
with a veteran reading the famous
verses from Laurence Binyon’s poem
“For the Fallen” of which perhaps the
most famous and certainly most moving verse is:
They shall grow not old, as we that
are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the
years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and
in the morning
We will remember them

Norfolk NA7ter
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When this is followed by the sound of
the bugler playing Last Post, I defy
anyone who does not feel a twinge of
emotion and this must surely be the
most moving part of all the service. To
conclude, the band plays “Auld Lang
Syne” where the whole of the town
square links arms to join in the singing.
The icing on the cake was a fly-by of a
Douglas DC3 Dakota and Spitfire
which made several passes including a
victory roll.
We were both pretty bushed after the
day’s activities and were ready for dinner, particularly with an early start in
the morning to catch the 0830 ferry
from Caen. Allowing for an hour’s

comfortable drive for the 25 miles to
the ferry terminal meant leaving the
hotel at 06:30 but at that hour there
were few people on the road and our
journey was uneventful and we were
soon on the ferry and tucking in to
breakfast. After a doze on deck in the
sun, we were almost first off the ship
and back on the A3 before we knew it.
How we noticed the return to British
impatient traffic compared to the gentle motoring in France! Molly didn’t
miss a beat over approx 300 miles and
did her best to maintain her oily incontinence with only one pint of oil used.
Next year? You bet!

The veterans arrive at Arromanches town square (photo courtesy NVA)
January 2012
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Living History Fair – 16 October
Dave Rix pays an Autumn visit to Mannington Hall
Sunday: a last planned visit to end the
season, not a cloud in the sky, a nip in
the air but getting warmer and meeting
up with friends – who could ask for
more?
We joined Paul and Liz Maulden in
Poringland and set course for Mannington via the outer ring road. We
arrived safe and well at around
10.15am and Ruby was directed to the
pre-40s area, while our 100E was put
in a meadow with other ‘classics’.
Here we found David Lobb with his
Vauxhall and vintage caravan, settled
in nicely as he had arrived on the Friday.
The grounds of the hall were a perfect
setting for the various historical
20

groups, with a colourful array of tents,
wigwams, teepees and canopies of all
shapes and sizes, most of them sporting flags bearing their own designs.
This was the brightest and most interesting venue we have seen for many a
year, and it can be imagined this was
what a medieval fair may have looked
like (taking away the Spitfire and vintage motors, of course!).
Before the ‘public’ arrived Mrs R and I
stood out like sore thumbs, being about
the only two in ‘modern’ dress. As well
as Paul and Liz, who were clearly the
Squire of Halesworth and his Lady,
there were knights in shining armour,
all manner of uniforms and fashions
through the ages, even Red Indians in
headdresses.
Norfolk NA7ter
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I gave some thought to “dressing up”.
An uncle was one of two gamekeepers on the Colman estate in the 40s
and 50s and I can see myself in
buskins and thick jacket with a
big old flat cap and brown boots.
Uncle was a smallish man, but
carried a formidable armament
on his evening poacher patrols,
in the form of knuckle-duster,
truncheon, shotgun and a whistle to summon up ‘three and
fourpence’ when the need
arose.
Also on parade was the the well
known RAF officer Phil Sharpe,
along with Tricia and Winston, their
spaniel with the soulful, doleful eyes.
Phil was parked between a Rolls and
the Spitfire under the spreading trees
and beside the moat – it really is a great
place to be.
Under many canopies were demonstrations of medieval craft and artworks
and, along with musket firing and
archery, there was almost too much to
take in, but hugely enjoyable nevertheless. The catering facilities were firstclass and we had big breakfast rolls for
three quid that took us through until we
had tea and cake at the invitation of
David L at his caravan in the afternoon.

January 2012

A look around the vintage cars and a
walk in the gardens brought an end to a
perfect day and the sun was still shining! All the cars were paraded out
through the grounds with us at the rear!
There was no entry charge if you were
dressed for the period and the car age
limit was pre-1965. The organiser told
me they were trying for more entries
next year and I would recommend this
as a ‘mustn’t miss’ event in the future.
Granted the weather was perfect and
may not be so next time but it is well
worth a visit.
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For Sale
1935 A7 Ruby. Maroon and black. Some spares including chassis, back axle,
steering box, wheels and fuel tank. £2500 ONO. Contact John Mills 01760 723652
1931 Saloon. David Wall has recently come across this partly-dismantled but
complete “project”. Offers in the region of £2000. Contact David in the first instance
– 01692 536479 or pennygate@lineone.net
1931 SWB saloon Dave Witton reports on what looks to be an RM (with sliding
roof) in the Hepworth (Suffolk) area. It looks very tidy and has had a lot of money
spent on it – paint is nice as is interior. However it hasn't moved for the last year so
will need light recommissioning but would be a good buy at the right price. Contact
Richard Burton on 01359 250796 or mobile 07802 202844.
Two 350x19 Avon SM tyres, plenty of tread – any offers? Contact John Wyett
01366 500165 or email jwyett@tiscali.co.uk

Stop Press!
The following has just been received from Richard Hart:
I was passing through Binham yesterday, as one does, and in the window of
the shop there (it’s an odds and ends/
antique shop) there is an advert
regarding some Austin 7s.
Is the shop owner a club member? If so
disregard this message. However, if he
is not and you don’t know anything
about this he’s selling his lifelong Austin 7 collection.
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I think most of this is right: there’s a
1935 Ruby last registered in 1943! and
requiring a total rebuild. A 1928 (I
think) Chummy engine rebuilt 30 years
ago and not used since and a 1935
Ruby special in the style of an American hot rod. Then there are lots and
lots of spares. All are to be sold off in
January. There’s no phone number or
address – the advert is simply in the
shop window.
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What’s On
The Events Calendar for 2012 is on page 31. At this time, of course, some details are
a little sketchy and there will be many more events to be added during the year. The
latest version is available on the website at
www.na7c.co.uk
The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can be contacted on 01508 493419
or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

Here are some of the events over the next few months:
Tuesday 17 January – NA7C Meeting – a talk on wheel rebuilding by John
Hamilton. Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 pm.
Tuesday 21 February – NA7C Meeting – Plugs, Points & Carbs. A talk on maintenance by Martin Roper. Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 pm.
Tuesday 20 March – NA7C Annual General Meeting – All members are invited
to attend. Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 for 8.0 pm.
Daffodil Day. This popular event at Langley School, near Loddon, will be held at the
end of March or beginning of April. Details soon.
Sunday 15 April – Halesworth to Snape Run – Details from Paul Mauldon
(1986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
Tuesday 17 April – NA7C Meeting – Rivers-Fletcher. A talk on the famous
motorist by his son, Peter. Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 pm.
Sunday 22 April – Drive It Day – Dave Rix is organising a run to Old Buckenham
Airfield. Details soon.

90th Birthday Celebration – Warwick
If you are not taking your “Seven” to Warwick for the Anniversary Celebration,
would you be interested in joining Dave Rix in a charabanc outing on Sunday
23 July? If so, please get in touch with him (see above). Costs will depend on
the number of people going.
January 2012
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What’s On
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FBHVC News
The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may
affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like
to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

Historic Vehicle Mot Exemption Review
As has been reported in recent Newsletters, the possibility of exempting
certain groups of vehicles from the requirement to have an annual MoT has
been under discussion since the end of
2010, with the expectation that there
would be a consultation on the subject
towards the end of this year.
The consultation was published at the
beginning of November with the proposal that all pre-1960 vehicles should
be excluded from MoT testing – this
goes beyond the possible exemptions
that had been mentioned in the Newsletter. We are seeking members' opinions before responding, but time is
short and the only practical way to get
sufficient feedback to enable us to
gauge members' views is by means of
an on-line survey, which will be on our

website www.fbhvc.co.uk from early
December to mid-January 2012. We
ask all readers to alert as many historic
vehicle owners and enthusiasts to this
survey as possible by putting links on
club websites, using e-circulation lists
and so on. FBHVC cannot represent
members' views in the light of this wider proposal unless it knows what they
are.
We have reproduced, below, the Introduction to the consultation in full (this
sets out the legislative framework and
DfT's thinking), followed by a summary of the options being considered by
DfT. We urge members to read the
whole consultation on the DfT website: www.dft.gov.uk/consultations/
dft-2011-27 as it is not possible to reproduce the entire text.

1 Introduction
1.1 As part of the Reducing Regulation
agenda and the desire to remove unnecessary burdens, the Government is
proposing to exempt pre-1960 manu25

factured vehicles from statutory MoT
test, as allowed under Article 4(2) of
the EU Directive 2009/40/EC, and
bring the age of vehicles requiring the
Norfolk NA7ter
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statutory MoT test in line with The
Goods Vehicles (Plating and Testing)
Regulations 1988.
1.2 We consider vehicles manufactured prior to 1 January 1960 to be of
historic interest. The purpose of this
consultation is to invite views on proposals to exempt these vehicles from
the statutory MoT test in GB.
1.3 Sections 45 to 48 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 provide the legislative basis for MoT testing. The purpose of the
MoT test is to ensure that cars, other
light vehicles (including some light
goods vehicles), private buses and motorcycles over a prescribed age are
checked at least once a year to see that
they comply with key roadworthiness
and environmental requirements in the
Road Vehicle Construction and Use
Regulations 1986 and the Road Vehicle Lighting Regulations 1989 (both as
amended). A test certificate is issued
following successful completion of an
examination.
1.4 Whilst it is important to ensure that
vehicles are safe to use on the highway,
it is also important to ensure that regulations imposed are not excessive. Currently, both the age and the categories
of vehicles requiring the MoT test in
GB go further than the EU Directive on
roadworthiness test 2009/40/EC,
which only subjects post-1960 registered vehicles to a compulsory roadworthiness test and does not require
26

motorcycles of any age to do a statutory roadworthiness test.
1.5 The EU Directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council, Chapter
II, Exceptions, Article 4 states: "Member States may, after consulting the
Commission, exclude from the scope
of this Directive, or subject to special
provisions, certain vehicles operated or
used in exceptional conditions and vehicles which are never, or hardly ever,
used on public highways, including vehicles of historic interest which were
manufactured before 1 January 1960 or
which are temporarily withdrawn from
circulation. Member States may, after
consulting the Commission, set their
own testing standards for vehicles considered to be of historic interest."
1.6 The estimated 162,000 pre-1960
manufactured vehicles make up less
than 0.5% of the approximately 32.7m
licensed vehicles in GB that are required by law to have a MoT test. Twothirds of pre-1960 manufactured vehicles are driven less than 500 miles a
year.
1.7 Pre-1960 manufactured vehicles
are largely well maintained by their
owners. The initial MoT test failure
rate for these vehicles in 2009 was less
than 10%, whilst the initial MoT test
failure rate for post-1960 manufactured vehicles was over 30%.
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1.8 The Goods Vehicles (Plating and
Testing) Regulations 1988 already exempts unladen pre-1960 manufactured

Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) from
the roadworthiness test.

2 The proposals for consultation
2.1 (summarised)
• Option 0 Make no change
• Option 1 Exempt all pre-1960 manufactured vehicles from the statutory MoT
test.
• Option 2 Exempt all pre-1945 manufactured vehicles from the statutory MoT
test, but continue to demand that 1945-1959 vehicles are tested (unless already
exempt).
• Option 3 Exempt all pre-1920 manufactured vehicles from the statutory MoT
test, but continue to demand that 1920-1959 vehicles are tested (unless already
exempt).
The consultation states that vehicles
have not been separated by category or
by use in the above options, so any exemption would include exemptions
for, for instance, cars used for wedding
hire and buses/coaches used for heritage tours.
Section VII of the 'consultation-stage
impact assessment' that accompanies
the consultation includes a statement
that suggests that it will not be possible
for any exempt vehicles to undergo a

statutory MoT test on a voluntary basis.
We are seeking clarification from the
DfT on certain aspects of the consultation, in particular on the ability to submit vehicles that fall inside the scope of
any exemption to a voluntary test. This
was originally an option agreed in principle by the DfT in talks earlier in the
year but the extract from the impact assessment mentioned suggests this position has changed.

We value members' opinion and urge everyone to read the DfT consultation and impact assessment www.dft.gov.uk/consultations/dft-2011-27
then go to the FBHVC website www.fbhvc.co.uk and complete the short
MoT survey.

For those unable to access the internet, but who would still like to read
the DfT document, the Editor has a copy. Please contact him.
January 2012
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SORN Clarification
The subject of SORNing remnants of vehicles is a difficult subject for DVLA and
there have been some misunderstandings, which prompted two questions from a
member:
• Do I now have to apply for SORN for my vehicles that were recorded by
DVLC in 1978?
The short answer is no. SORN is still only applicable to vehicles that were taxed on
or after 31 January 1998 and known as pre-SORN.
• If I do not apply for SORN is there a likelihood that the registration number
will be allocated to another vehicle?
The short answer is again no, unless the number is transferable, and you as the registered keeper want to transfer the number to another vehicle. Also the vehicle needs
to have an MoT before any transfer can take place.
On a related topic I was asked if it is
necessary to alert DVLA to a recently
imported car before it is restored,
MOT'd and ready to be allocated with
a registration. Again the short answer
is no. An unregistered, but insured vehicle can be driven to and from a prearranged MoT test. When registering
the imported vehicle, just take the paperwork (not the vehicle) into your local DVLA office. Included in that
package would be either the non-GB
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registration document, or the club's
dating letter. It could well be the case
that DVLA may look at the non-GB
registration document and request a
dating certificate and after inspecting
the documents, DVLA may wish to inspect the vehicle. Once again, because
this is a prearranged DVLA inspection,
it does not need to be registered with
DVLA for the journey to and from the
inspection. .
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Use of Kerosene in Petrol in Historic Vehicles
Interest in adding kerosene to petrol for
use in historic cars arose in the early
1990s after the disappearance of 'two
star' leaded petrol. Some believed that
higher octane four-star petrol could not
be safely used in older low compression engines. This line of argument has
been overturned, and in fact it is now
generally accepted that while 'excessive' octane quality might be a waste of
money, it is not harmful in low compression engines. The alternative view,
that the greatly increased volatility of
modern petrol is to blame for operating
problems in older engines, is increasingly accepted. This aspect of modern
fuels has been brought into focus again
recently over the issue of addition of
ethanol to petrol under the EU renewable fuels directive. Ethanol addition increases volatility, so any problems
associated with high fuel volatility are
not likely to be reduced with fuels containing ethanol.
With this in mind, there has been a renewal of interest in the addition of kerosene to petrol. Kerosene has a boiling
range from about 160°C to about
250°C, whereas petrol boils over the
approximate range 35°C to 195°C.
Problems experienced in older engines, such as overheating, power loss,
poor hot starting etc. have been attributed to the increased proportion of low
boiling material added to petrol in
more recent decades. This is believed
to result in vapour formation in the
January 2012

wrong places, thereby upsetting fuelair ratios, and in the main, causing enleanment of fuel-air mixtures reaching
the combustion chamber. Addition of a
high boiling material such as kerosene
does not affect the 'front end' of the fuel
in the sense of preventing low boilingpoint hydrocarbons in the fuel from vaporising (low boiling point hydrocarbons in the fuel will boil off and form
vapour long before the kerosene starts
to boil), but if kerosene is added at 5%
or 10% by volume for example, the
proportion of the 'front end' components will be reduced by a corresponding amount, and this may be just
enough in some engines to alleviate the
negative effects of potentially excessive vapour formation. Some owners
of historic vehicles report significant
benefits from the use of kerosene in
this way.
However, the main point about kerosene, which is its higher boiling range,
should not be overlooked. The high
'back end' boiling temperatures associated with kerosene may result in incomplete combustion, since a fuel
which has not completely evaporated
will not burn. Any unburned material
will find its way into the sump where it
will dilute the lubricating oil. A significant amount of diluent derived from
kerosene addition in the lubricating oil
would run the risk of lubrication problems, with consequent increased wear
of bearing surfaces. There has been
29
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some confusion over the use of kerosene blends in historic agricultural
tractors, particularly as some of these
used car-derived engines. However, in
order for these machines to burn kerosene-blend fuels efficiently, a special
vaporising inlet manifold was used on
the tractor version, to ensure that complete combustion occurred, without the
risk of oil dilution. The same engine in
a passenger car, if operated on kerosene-blend fuels, will not be so well
suited to these blends.
Kerosene addition is likely also to increase the risk of deposits in the fuel
system, and may also increase the formation of sooty particulates in the exhaust gas. Overall, while it
acknowledges that some historic vehicle owners have suffered from poor engine operation with modern petrol, the
FBHVC does not feel able to recommend the use of kerosene in petrol in
older vehicles. Instead, the Federation
endorses the recommendations contained in a booklet published by the
Vintage Sports Car Club, entitled 'Fuel
Problems – Use of Modern Petrol in
Older Engines' some years ago. These
recommendations are felt to address
the causes rather than the symptoms of
the problem, and are still relevant today. The following suggestions are
made in the report:
• adoption of local solutions to
reduce heat input to the fuel sys-
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tem, principally from hot exhaust
components
• use of insulating gaskets or other
thermal breaks between fuel pump
and engine and/or between carburettor(s) and inlet manifold
• use of heat shields to prevent heat
being radiated from the exhaust
system to the carburettor(s) and
other fuel system components
• careful routing of fuel feed lines
away from sources of heat en route
from the tank to the carburettor(s)
These suggestions will be of most value in engines where the inlet manifold
and the exhaust manifold lie on the
same side of the engine. Engines where
carburettors and exhaust are on opposite sides of the cylinder head tend to
be much less affected by volatility related problems.
In addition, the condition of the radiator in water-cooled engines should not
be overlooked. Old radiators can become really quite inefficient over time
with accumulation of scale, debris and
sludge on heat transfer surfaces, but
the process can be slow and may not be
noticed. Chemical flushing can improve cooling efficiency, but in some
cases a replacement radiator core may
be the best way to restore efficient operation
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NA7C Events Calendar 2012
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event
Date

Event

Venue

Contact

Jan

Dave Rix 01508 493419
17 Tue NA7C Meeting – Wheel Rebuilding by Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm rixna7c@waitrose.com
John Hamilton (some strong language!)

Feb

21 Tue NA7C Meeting – Plugs, Points &
Carbs – a talk by Martin Roper

Mar 20 Tue NA7C Annual General Meeting
Sun Daffodil Day
Apr 15 Sun Halesworth to Snape Run

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Langley School, Loddon
Halesworth

Paul Maulden 01986 872537
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com

17 Tue NA7C Meeting – Rivers-Fletcher – a
talk by Peter Rivers-Fletcher

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

22 Sun Drive It Day

Old Buckenham Airfield

May 12 Sun Wheels and Wings
15 Tue NA7C Meeting
Jun

TBD
Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
Strumpshaw, nr Norwich

Paul Worbey
07850 195622

10 Sun Euston Rural Pastimes

Euston Park, nr Thetford

Anne Greenfield
01638 711237

16 Sat

Alston's Farm

Martin Roper
01603 889695

2
3
4

Fri Strumpshaw Steam Rally
Sat
Sun

Dave Rix

Henham Park

East Tuddenham Garden Fete

19 Tue NA7C Meeting
Drive It Night

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

24 Sun Old Buckenham Air Show

Old Buckenham Airfield

17 Tue NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
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Worstead

Dave Rix
www.worsteadfestival.org

Norwich Rugby Club
Ground

Mike Clipston 01603 429380
www.norwichmotorshow.co.uk

Dave Rix
www.oldbuckenhamairshow.com

Jul

Sun NA7C RALLY Worstead Fesival

Aug 18 Sat Norwich Motor Show
19 Sun
21 Tue NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

26 Sun Village at War
27 Mon

Gressenhall Farm &
Workhouse, Dereham

January 2012

01362 869259
more info to follow
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What’s On
Date

Event

Venue

Contact

Sep

18

Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Oct

18

Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Nov 15 Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dec

TBD

13

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change.
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information

National 90th Anniversary
Events
Date

Event

Club/Contact

1 April

Austins to Brighton

A7OC

7 – 11 April

JOGLE

N. Herts 750 MC & Partners

22 April

Drive It Day – Birmingham

On-Line A7C

12 – 27 May

Eurotour – “Alpine Amble”

750MC N. Herts

18 – 19 May

“Netherlands JOGLE”

Dutch Pre-War A7C

2 – 3 June

50th Anniversary “AutoKarna”

PWA7C

30 June – 1 July

50th

750 MC

National Rally at Beaulieu

20 – 23 July

A7 90 Birthday Celebration – Warwick

A7CA

1 – 2 September

“Pennine Run”

PW A7C

1 – 5 October

Australian National Rally

A7C Australia
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And Finally...
Austin Seven Special Register

Caption Competition
The A7 Special Register, in the shape of David Charles, is offering a
bottle of wine to the person submitting the most humorous (and
printable!) caption to the photograph below.

The Editor, against his better judgement, has agreed to this, but please do not
embarrass him by submitting your entries to The Na7ter.

Send them to caption@a7special.co.uk or by post to:
“Caption”, Beighton House, North Burlingham, Norwich NR13 4EL
Closing date; 1 March 2012
Full details regarding the Austin Seven Special Register,
together with an application form, can be found on their
website www.a7special.co.uk or by contacting
David Charles at the above address

Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

Posters – £5
Longbridge-Produced Austin Sevens 1922-39
Garage Chart (circa 1930)
“Chummy In The Lane”
Post-War Specials

Fridge Magnets– 50p
Stainless Steel
Radiator Badges – £9.95
Also available

Club Clothing

Fleeces – £29.00
Polo Shirts – £12.50
Baseball Caps – £8.50

Vinyl Windscreen badges

All available in a variety of
colours and sizes
Details from Paul

Binder for “Grey Mags”

Set of two large and two
small badges – £1 per set

holds 12 copies – £5

AUSTIN SEVEN BOOKS
from

MARGARET MOTORS BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk
Currently have the following Austin 7 books in stock

The Austin Seven Manual – Doug Woodrow – £45
Austin Seven Handbooks (Reprints) – various years – £5
Austin Seven Parts Books (Reprints) various years – £5
Original Austin Seven Handbooks and Parts Books (Used)
Plus many other books on old cars and related subjects

Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne
01263 577366

